YEEHAW

SONG: Yeehaw by Jake Owens
CHOREO: Diana Allen, Choreographer
WAIT: 16 Beats – Start with Left Foot

“A”

VINE LEFT - DTS DT(UP) T/H RS DTS DTSRS KICK
L R L L RL R L R

REPEAT MOVING RIGHT

“B”

DTS DTS DTSRS (FWD) DTS DTS DTSRS (BK) Triple Forward and back
L R L L R L R

DTSRS STEP STEP STEP Slap hands on thighs (back & fwd) CLAP
L R L L R

“BREAK #1”

PUSH-OFF LEFT - PUSH-OFF RIGHT 4 BASICS TURNING ¼ LEFT ON EACH

REPEAT A & B

“BREAK # 2”

PUSH-OFF LEFT - PUSH-OFF RIGHT

“CHORUS”

DTS BR(UP) DTSRS BR(UP) RS DTSRS Bayou Step
L R R L LR L

DTS DTS DTSRS (Turn 180 R) DTSRS DTSRS
R L R L R

REPEAT TO FACE FRONT

REPEAT: BREAK # 1, A, B, BREAK #2, CHORUS, CHORUS

“ENDING”

REPEAT “A” 3 TIMES TURNING IN A BOX. – VINE ONLY LAST TIME.

SEQUENCE: A, B, BREAK #1, A, B, BREAK #2, CHORUS, BREAK #1, A, B, BREAK #2,
CHORUS, CHORUS, ENDING

Diana Allen
904-278-9544 – Home
800-288-2000 ext 5931 – Work